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ABSTRACT. - We first study the records of several examples of l- 
dependent stationary sequences {X,,}, some of them which satisfy a local 
independence condition introduced in Haiman (1987a), whereas the other 
do not satisfy this condition. 
For the second category (called with local dependence), we then extend a 
result of the above cited paper by proving, (under some regularity conditions 
on the joint distribution of (X,. >Y?, X3)), that the 2-block record times of 
{-“ill} a.s. coincide, (via a translation of the time index and from some index 
on) with the record times of an appropriately constructed i.i.d. sequence 
{ .?,, }, whereas the 2-block record values of { ,I?,, } and the record values 
of {s,, } are imbricate. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
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RCSUMB. - On Ctudie d’abord les records pour plusieurs exemples de 
suites stationnaires I-dependantes {X,,}, certaines satisfaisant une condition 
d’independance locale introduite dans Haiman (1987a) et d’autres ne la 
satisfaisant pas. Pour la deuxieme categoric nous Ctendons un resultat de 
l’article precite en demontrant (sous des conditions de regularit& portant sur 
la loi de (,X1 ~ X2? X3)) que les instantes de records par blocs de deux de 
{S,, } coincident presque stirement (modulo une translation d’indice et a 
partir d’un certain rang) avec les instants de records d’une suite i.i.d. {X,, } 
convenablement construite, alors que les valeurs de records par blocs de 
deux de {-Y,, } et les records de {2$,, } sont imbriques. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {X,),,,I. be a strictly stationary sequence of random variables 
(r.v.‘s) with continuous marginal d.f. F(:r) = P{-YI < :I.}. Many papers 
have been devoted to the study of the records of {.X,,},,L~, especially when 
{A~,,},r21 is i.i.d.. F or an overview of these results, the reader is referred 
to Nevzorov ( 1987) and the references cited therein. 
The classical formal definition of record times T,, and record values H,, is: 
T, = 1. HI = xl. 
and for 71. > 1. 
T,,,l = inf{ A > T,,. Xk. > H,, } am1 H,,+l = XT,, , , 
However, in the sequel we will use the following more general definition 
of records with respect to an initial threshold Ho, rr 2 Ho < w, where 
II: = inf{z; F(Y) > 0) and w = sup{.r:; F(Y) < l}, (the left and right end 
points of I?). 
DEFINITION I .I. -- (Haiman (1987a)) 
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This definition is justified by the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION I. 1. - (Haiman ( 1987a)) 
v{(T:,.~:,)~ .J h IS mn ot er sequence .such that ,for II. 2 71~~ 
T’ ,I+-1 = iuf{ /G > 7:: . Sk > H:, } iml fl;,,, = A-y f# t,. 
then there exist ‘//I und q such that j?)r n > /I,[. we have 
For m-dependent sequences (i.e. for any t > 1, o(. . .X,) and 
4JYt+,,,-l.. . .) are independent), the following theorem was obtained in 
(Haiman ( 1987a)). under the additional “local independence” hypothesis: 
There exists a [j > 0 such that for 2 < X: < ~1 + 1 
THEOREM 1.1. - Let (S,I),,zl satis~v hypothesis (1.2). Then there exists 
(I probability spac.e which curries, irz uddition to {A-,, },,> I, m i.i.d. 
sequence {X,,}I,~l hming the same margirzul distribution ~&i .srtch thut. 
f {( p,, . j,, ) } ,,z 1 are the records of { ,q,, },, 2 1, thet7 as. thew r?xi.rt tww r. 1’. ‘s 
NC,, cud C) such that fiw 71 2 A’,,, 
‘I;, = T,,-,, WllMi H,, = c),,-(2. ( 1.3) 
The method of proof of theorem 1. I was adapted in order to obtain the 
same statement (1.3) for some classes of Gaussian stationary sequences 
(Haiman ( 1987 b) and Haiman and Puri ( 1993)) and also for some Markov 
sequences (Haiman, Kiki and P uri (1994)). A multivariate version ot 
theorem I. I was obtained in Haiman (1992). 
Let now {X,, } IS 21 be any sequence of r.v.‘s for which the record times 
71, defined in (I .l) are as. finite for any 71 2-1. Let U,, be the corresponding 
record values. Consider another sequence { X,, ) ,,z i whose records (?‘,, . i,, ) 
are similarly defined a.s. for any ‘U 2 1. Let 
Al,, = lIlitX(?il , . , -y,;,, ) 
and 
A?,, = max(,i-l. . , A-,,). ‘71 > 1. 
It is clear that the sequences { (Y,!. H,, ) },1>1 and { (i’,, * ii,, )},,>i completely 
determine the sequences { N,, } ,, 2 i and {G,, },,> 1. Then, elementary 
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arguments based on the monotonicity of the sequences { t9,,},,z1 and 
{e,, },Lz1 lead to the following theorem 1.2 (we improve here the statements 
of Haiman ( 1992) th. 1.1, p. 147 and Haiman and Puri ( 1993), th. 1.1, p.88): 
THEOREM 1.2. - If there exist r.v. ‘s No and Q such that a..~. for ‘IL > No, 
(1.3) is satisfied, then there exists a random variable N1 such that for 
‘n > N1, we have 
Ill,, = Aa,, a.s. (1.4) 
It may be seen (Haiman (1987a), p. 437) that the proof of theorem 1 .I 
in the general case (711. 2 1) easily follows from the proof in the case 
rn = 1, where (I .2) becomes 
lirrisup sup 1)(X1 > ~Ixia = ,u}(P{X, > 1~))~. < (x,. 
.:/.A 
i 
(1.5) 
-;<,I 
-J<,’ ) 
It also may be seen that for 71~ = 1 condition (1.5) may be replaced by the 
weaker condition: there exists /j > 0 and X: > 0 such that 
liiri sup 
i 
sup P{S, > up:! = ,/i}(P{Xl >‘,u})-‘j < x (1.6) 
ir/‘uJ U<l’<.g( Ii) 
I 
where P(U) is the solution of the equation 
1 - F((P(1L)) = (1 - F(u))‘+“. 
This is a consequence of the construction method used in Haiman (1987a) 
and the fact (see Haiman and Put-i (1993) lemma 3.3. p. 122) that when 
{X,,},L>1 is i.i.d., we have, for any X: > 0, 
I’{ 1 - F(N,,,] ) < (1 - F(H,,))” i.0.) = 0 
The paper is constructed as follows: in section 2, we study the records of 
several examples of 1 -dependent sequences {X,, } II >1, some of them which 
satisfy condition (1.6) whereas the other do not satisfy this condition. We 
call sequences belonging to the second category “with local dependence” 
and show (example 7) that the records of such sequences may behave very 
different from the records of i.i.d. sequences. 
In section 3. we consider sequences which do not necessarly satisfy 
condition ( I .6). We show that under some regularity conditions (satisfied 
by all our examples) a general version of theorem 1.1 (theorem 3.1). may 
be obtained. 
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2. STUDY OF EXAMPLES 
Let (E, 8) be some measurable space and f : E” ---) IF! some measurable 
function. The most classical examples of I-dependent stationary sequences 
are of the form 
where {[,l),i>l is a sequence of i.i.d. (E, Z)-valued random elements. 
Our examples are all of this form. However, “exotic” examples which do 
not have a representation like (2.11, (for a recent discussion on this sub.ject, 
see for example, Matus (1993)) may be given. 
The following examples l-4 satisfy condition (I .6). 
2.1. Example 1 
Let {Jit},,2~ be a sequence of independent A’( 0,l) normally distributed 
r.v.‘s and let 
where (1 and Z, are two constants such that 0 < 1~~1 < 1 and CL + b’ = 1. It 
may be shown (see Mayeur ( 1996)) that if 11 = Clov(S,, . X,,, 1 ) = r~h c: 0, 
then {X, lrl~~ satisfies condition (1.5) whereas if p > 0, it does not satisfy 
this condition but satisfies condition (I .6) for any 17 > 0. 
2.2. Examples 2, 3 and 4 
Let {~J,,),,LI be a sequence of i.i.d. uniformly on [O, I] distributed r.v.‘s. 
We now consider examples of the form X,, = P(U,~. 1J7,+1) and show that 
these examples satisfy the following condition, which in turn implies ( I .h): 
There exists 11 > 0 such that 
2.2.1. Example 2. - S,, = rl,, + fJ,,+l, II 2 1. 
By elementary calculations, we obtain 
(1 if3.22 
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and, for 1 I II <: ‘I’ 5 2. 
Note that since all our examples are of the form S,, = p(IJ,,. I ‘,,+j), we 
have 
Combining (2.4) and (2.5). for 1 < 11 < (1 5 2, we obtain 
Next, if we put (1, z 2 -- c, ‘11 = 2 - ‘11, 0 5 r, 2 c^ 5 1. (here CLI = 2). we get 
which is bounded by 2 ‘I2 for 1,’ = i. Thus, (2.3) is satisfied. 
2.2.2. Example 3. - S,, = I/,, x li,,+,. 71 2 1. 
We obtain 
(2.7) 
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Thus, if we put II = 1 --- C. I! = 1 - r/, O <: r/ < = < 1, (here d = 1). we get 
which coincides with the last term in (2.7). 
2.2.3. Example 4. - -7i,, = illf((J,,.I:,,+,). /I 2 I. 
We obtain 
Thus, if we put II. = 1 -. :. 11 = 1 - ‘1, 0 < Y/ < F < 1, we get 
which equals 1 if ij = i. Thus (2.3) is satisfied. 
The following examples 5, 6 and 7 do not satisfy condition ( I .6). 
2.3. Example 5 
Let again { [I,, } ,! 2 1 be a sequence of i.i.d. uniformly on [O. t] distributed 
r.v.‘s. Let 
(2.8) 
We obtain 
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Thus 
Condition (1.6) is not satisfied since it implies 
(2.9) 
Rrrnark 2. I. - In this example, the records of {X,, },,.>I coincide with 
the records of { lT,,$, },{. Thus, the sequence { li,,+l}rr trivially satisfies the 
requirements of { X,, } ,I > 1 in theorem 1.1. This shows that condition ( I .6) 
in this theorem is sufficient but not necessary. (See also remark 3.5). 
2.4. Example 6 
Let {Z,, },,>,I be a sequence of i.i.d. exponentially with parameter 1 
distributed r.v.‘s and { J,t}r,21 a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli 8( 1,~‘) r.v.‘s. 
We suppose { Z,, },,?,, and { .I,, },!>I independent. Let 
i 
z,, 
-1-n = z,,-, 
if .I,, = 0 
if./,, = 1. 
(2.10) 
The sequence { S,, } ,, .?I is of the t’orm (2.1), hence it is stationary I- 
dependent. 
We obtain 
2.5. Example 7 
Let {Z,, }rl~tt and { JFl},,>~ be as in example 6 and let {Vi, } ,,zI be 
a sequence of i.i.d. uniformly on [0, l] distributed r.v.‘s, independent of 
{Z,>,,,O and {J,! },,>I. Let 
i 
z,, 
-f-n = %,,-., + t,:, 
if J,, = 0 
if J,, = 1. (2.11) 
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We then obtain (for further details, see Mayeur (1996), p. 47), for :I: 2 1, 
I-‘{Xl > J} = P(l +p(p - 2)). 
and 
P{X1 > :1:,x2 > .I,) = e--.“p(l-p)+(i-‘“‘[(l+iS)(f:-2))~-p(l_l,)(t’-~)]. 
Thus 
li*n P{S, > :I:, x2 > ,r} 141 -P) > () 
.r’-‘x, J’{>Yl > .I:} = l+p(“-2) . 
Remark 2.2. - The record values {H,, } of {X,, } in example 6 behave 
as the record values of an i.i.d. sequence of exponential E(l) r.v.‘s (i.e. 
0 rr+1 - H,,, n 2 1 form a sequence of i.i.d. exponential E(1) r.v.‘s, (see 
Nevzorov (1987))). As 1~ -+ x’. the number N(~L) of records in X1. . . X,, 
is approximately the same as in a sample of 71p(l - p) i.i.d. r.v.‘s (i.e. 
E(N) N log 71y( 1 - p), 71 + Xl). 
Remark 2.3. - The record times (Y’,,} of {X,,} in example 7 have the 
particularity that 
P{T,,.+, -T,, = 1 ?.o.} = 1, (2.12) 
whereas the record times of an i.i.d. sequence are such that 
P{7:,+1 - I:, / m} = 1. (2.13) 
However, an easy consequence of theorem 3.1 (section 3) is that, for any 
k 2 2, we have 
q7;1+1 - T,, = x: 721.) =0. (2.1-l) 
The proof of (2.12) follows from the fact (see also remark 2.2) that 
P{(JTp = 0.~J7.z+1 = l+, = 0. ,/7’,-,+1 = 1) 
f- uf+:,, - 0; > 1) i.0.) = I, (Llr,) 
where {(T,:. Hf)} is the sequence of records of {Z,, }r121 in (2.11). Note 
that when an event inside the brackets of (2.15) occurs, there is a X: 2 1 
such that rFh,. = T,z,,, and 2;.+., - ‘I;, = 1. For further details, see Mayeur 
(19961, p. 49. 
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Remark 2.4. - Observe that in examples 5. 6 and 7, we have 
(2.16) 
with 0 < (Y 5 i. We close this section by prooving the following 
proposition 2.1. 
(2.17) 
where 
But. by (2.17), the limit as II -+ LL: of the left hand term in (2.18) must be 
ct. Thus (t _< i. B 
3. EXTENSION OF THEOREM 1.1. 
We now consider a 1 -dependent sequence { Sr,},r2~ with continuous 
marginal d.f. &‘(:I,) = P{Xt 5 :I:}, which we suppose strictly increasing 
near the right end point ti of ‘1 ‘1. i.e. for .I’ > :I’(), -I:~) < w. Furthermore. we 
suppose that { S,, } ,, 2 I satisfies the following hypotheses Hl and HZ: 
Hl.) The function H(U) = P(P’(.Y,) > 1~. F(>Y;2) > 16) is continuously 
differentiable near I( = 1 and 
B'(1) = lilll 
f'{.Yl > :r. 2x:2 > :I:} 
1'1 ,Y, > .I'} 
= fY. 0 5 IY 5 l/2. (3.1) 
., -I*' 
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H2.) There exists a constant K > 0 such that for u < 1: 5 w, we have - 
P(X2 > ‘II, IllitX(?i:!.~Y~~) E (71.7’ + d!)} 
5 K I’{ ?i, 5 II. x2 > IL. Irlax(x~.x~) E (,u,,n + ch)}. (3.2) 
Remurk 3.1. - It is rather easy to check, (even if for example 7 some 
calculations are quite lenghly) that all examples satisfy hypotheses Hl and 
H2. If we compare condition (I .6) of theorem 1 .I and Hl-H2, Hl is 
weaker than (1.6) and then H2 appears as a compensation of this fact. 
Remurk 3.2. - Consider the function 
H(u) : = I’{ F(S1 ) < IL. I;‘( *‘i.J > .I/>} 
= P{ E’(.i-;,) > /I} - fi(,fl.) (3.3) 
:= 1 - fI -- H(0). F(J(,) < ‘II L: 1. 
Hypothesis Hl implies that there exists ‘YQ, F(x,~,) < ‘u(, < 1. such that 
H(u) is strictly decreasing to zero for u(J 5 ‘II 5 1. However, examples of 
l-dependent stationary sequences for which such an u(J does not exist (and 
thus Hl is not satisfied) may be given. The following example has the form 
Lyi,, = f(L> <,,+I)~ with {L } ,lzi a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s. Observe that 
in this case, it is sufficient to construct Sr = ,f(ri. V) and .X:! = ,I(\/‘. Z). 
CT. I/‘, Z i.i.d., in such a way that there exists an infinity of ‘u,, < ‘I:,, < w’. 
‘IL,, / w for which 
P{ x, 5 II,, ~ sz > ‘fl,, } < I’{ ,Yl < ‘f’,, . 21-2 > 71,, }. (3. 4) 
Let li have strictly positive density on R and let 
if [V] = 2l: + 1. 1 E Z. 
if [V] = 21 
and 
Observe that if u,, < u,, satisfy (3.4). then 
P{Sl 5 ‘U,, . .Yz > ‘f/,, } = P{ s1 _< /L,, . S’ > ‘?I,, )
+ I’{ zYl < ‘U,, . (1,) < A-2 5 I,,, ) 
and 
P{ .x-l < ‘fl,, , S’ > o,, } = P{ -Y, < ‘U,, . -x-z > ‘II,, } 
+ I’{ fL,, 5 aY1 5 ‘?I,, 1x2 > ‘f’,, } 
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whence (3.4) is equivalent to 
[‘{Xl I ‘U,, . ‘U,, < x2 < II,, } < P{ u,, < x1 5 ‘I),, A-2 > II,, }. (3.5) 
If we take I[,,, = 2~/, and II,, = 271. + 1, then 
P{ x1 < 291. 2rt. < x2 2 271. + l} = 0 
whereas 
P{ 271 < x1 5 271 + 1, x2 > 2n + 1) 
> I'{ [U] = an. [V] = 271 + 1. [Z] = 211} 
= I'{ [rf] = 2~) X P{ [v] = 2~. + 1) X p{ [z] = 2’0) > 0. 
Thus, we have (3.5). 
Let 
/l(i) := 1 - H(U). (3.6) 
The function IL(U) is strictly increasing to I for mu 5 u < 1 (see remark 3.2). 
We first state our results in terms of the l-dependent stationary sequence 
z,, = h(F(X,,)). ?I. > 1, (3.7) 
whose right end point is I. 
DEFINITION 3.1. - For nnp,fixed po, /I,(Q) < pO < 1, dejne the “r-Z-block 
records ” of { Z,, }, { (r,, > p,, ) }I, >1, as fu11ow.s: 
71 = inf{X 2 l,Zk > PO}. 
1’1 = y,,(, (IIlilX( 27, . z,, + 1)) > (3.X) 
(3.9) 
and 
7,,+1 = inf{X: > r,,, ZA. > pr,} 
(3.10) 
PII f 1 = “ii),, (rll;l,x(%r,, z, ,,_, )). 
Remark 3.3. - The sequence {( r,! 1 p,, ) } depends on the choice of the 
initial threshold /jo. However, we shall prove the following consistency 
result. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. - Ler. {(Q-:, i pi,)} b e u sequence such that ,fbr some 
‘~~hl9 p:,, > h(u”) cmd fix /I > ‘/6(J. (r,: 3 /I:, ) are de$ned by thr recurrent 
,fnrmukus (3. foj, in which the r and [J are replaced by T’ and {I’. 
Then there exists r.v. ‘s M and K such that ,fkw 1) 2 M, 
7-:, = r,, -I< ar1tl /I:, = /Jr> ~ 11. . (XII) 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. - Lrt {-Y,, } satisfy hyyothe.se.s Hl and H2. Then, there 
exists a probability ~paw ,thich carries, in addition to { .y,, }, on i.i.tl. 
wl@-m/y on [(I. I] distributed sequence {g,, }. M weaver, there exist tw ‘0 
random variables N and Q ,swh that a..~. jiw II. 2 N, WV haw 
r’s 
T,i = I,,-,, CLllti /I,, = b,,-,,. (3.12) 
with { (If’,, . H,, )} th e record .scyuenr~e of’ { 2,, }. 
In terms of the initial sequence {S,, }. we then deduce the following 
corollary. 
Consider the family of functions (G,,:u E [E;‘-l(u~I);w]}. where 
G,, : [u,w] + [u, w] is deiined as 
G,,(ll) = I+-’ 0 I/ l 0 -y,,o~(r,)(h 0 F‘( I!)). ?/* < ‘/l < w, (3.19) 
with r,,(z) defined in (3.9) and (/,lI of remark 3.2. We then have, for 
T’(u,,) < ‘U < ~j. C:,,(U) = II and G,,(T*) 2 I). (I < I’ <u;. 
For any fixed p;-, E;‘pl(,tr,o) <: pc < w, define the “G-2-block records” of 
{s,,}, {(T;.fJ~)}n>l. 1IS fdlOWS: 
r;‘ = id{ x. > 1. ‘x-k > I$-}. 
(3.13) 
and 
,J;>,. 1 = G,>;y (IIlitX( &‘ , -XT;’ $1 1). 
COROLLARY 3. I. - Let {-Y,, } satisfy h>ppothese.s Hl and H2. Then, there 
exists a probability .space which carries, in addition to {X,, } an i.i.d. 
sequence { -*,, } ,I 2 1 with marginal distribution 
I-‘{$ < I) = 1 - I’{S] < .r,Sz > .I,}> :I: > lql,,,). 
Vb1. 34. n” 3-ICJYX 
und 
‘Ll = inf{ X: > I,,: Zk > R,, ) 
(Xlci) 
R,,+, = Irl~tx(%.~,+,5 XT,, ,,+I). 
Remark 3.4. - Let { (?;:. ‘R:,)} b e a sequence such that for II 2 ‘IJ~~, T : 
and XT{, are defined by the recurrence formulas (3.16). in which ‘T and R 
are replaced by 7’ and R’. Then, it can be easily seen that there exist ‘//l 
and A: such that for II 2 711, 
?;: = 1],-k ancl ‘R;, = R,,-n.. (X.17) 
The next result is the following theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.2. - If’ ( .Y,, ) .sati.@s hypotheses Hl urzd H2. then, therr e.uist 
r. I’. ‘s Al md L .such that a.~. ,fhr II. >_ Al, rve hu\ae 
Rernurk 3.5. - Combining (3.12) and (3.18), we also may say that there 
exist r.v.‘s AZ’ and L’ such that a.s. for IL 2 Al’, we have 
ir;, = Iq, -1.’ met R,,-1,’ 5 u,, < R,,-L’+1 < H ,,.,. 1. 
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This in particular means that the 2-block record times of {-Y,( } (resp. 
{Z,, }) a.s. assymptotically coincide via an index translation to the record 
times of an i.i.d. sequence {-q,, } (resp. {i,,}) and that the 2-block record 
values of {X,, } (resp. { %,, } ) and the record values of {A?,, } (resp. { %,, ) ) 
are imbricate. 
In example 5 of section 2, we have Z,, = I - Si;’ + -‘if = -Y,, + 
O( ( 1 - -7i,, )‘) and the 2-block records of {S,, } a.s. coincide, via an index 
translation, to the records of the i.i.d. sequence {(I,,,,}. This behaviout 
does not contradict the statements of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
We now prove proposition 3.1 and theorems 3.1 and 3.2 by means 01 
the following intermediary results. 
$S,,+l = inf’{ k > ,S,,: Zk > I~,, } 
a~l(I II’,~+~ = in,, (Illi~x(R~,,+,. Ry;, b,+l)). (:I.‘Lo) 
Remark 3.6. - Note that the sequence {(S,,, R,,)} depends on the 
particular choice of the initial threshold ‘Y/(). 
Proof - By (Haiman (1987a). th6or&ne 1’. p. 432). there exist 
0 < I/,~ < 1. a constant C’, and a function /r(?r). 0 < /~(‘IL) < 1. such that 
5 c:, (P(%, > ,I#. 
Furthermore. there exist constants CT, and CT;3 such that, for I,,~ 5 
we have 
I,/,( IL) - (1 - I’{ .zl 5 II.. & > U})l 
= l/L( rr) - II/ 5 (J2( P(.z, > I,# < (.I:3( 1 - IL)? 
Vol. 34, n’ 3.IYYX. 
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Remark 3.7. - In the sequel we take for ~0 the maximum of ‘YL~ in 
remark 3.2 and ‘ul. 
For X: 2 2 and ‘~1~ < II < II < 1, let 
It may be checked that 
= P{dz} - P{Z1 > u. Z, 2 u, ZL3 > ,u,y,,(max(Z3, Z,)) E (11: II + dv]}. 
and, for k > iz, 
p{&} = P{Z1 5 IL,. . > Zk-3 < 7~) . I’(&} 
- I’( z1 5 u,. . . Z&-:1 2 ‘II., z1;-2 > u, Z&l < 26. 
Zk > ,U,y,,(max(Zk. Zl;+l)) E (71:~ + &I]}, (3.25) 
where. by stationarity and I -dependence, the second term is majorizated by 
P(Z1 < u, . . : Zk-4 5 u} P(Z1 > U,) 
. f’{Z, > u,y,,(Irlax(Zl. Z,)) E (11; 11 + dv]) (3.26) 
(by convention, P(Zo 5 ,u} = 1). Now, by hypothesis H2, 
P{ Zl > ld. y,‘( IIIAX( Zl, Zz)) E ( U’U + h]} = O,(P{&}). II + 1. 
(3.27) 
Thus, combining (3.21), (3.24)-(3.28), and observing that 1~ = 1 - (1 - u), 
we obtain, for k: > 2. 
P{As.(U, fh)} = II. “-%O(l + &((l - ‘U)‘))“-‘(1 + &(l - 1L)). (3.28) 
where IO,(:c)l 5 6’; ):I:) with C,, i = 1.2. S universal constants. We shall 
now construct ((S,,, R,,)} by using recursively the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. (Haiman (1987a), p. 448). - Let Y a random variable taking 
values in a measurable space (y. F). Let p E F and let p be a probability 
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measure on (y. 3) SLK~ that 0 < P(y) < 1. Assume that on cp, the 
probability distribution of Y, denoted PI-, has u Radon-Nicodym derivatille 
9 with respect to P such that 
(1 I’) 
“I$$ -@ - 1 (1 - &?))-I 5 y < 1. 
i I 
(3.29) 
Let Q, be a Bernoulli r.v. independent of Y such that P(C) = 0) = q. Then 
there exist two rundom variubles Y’ and Y, taking values respectively in y 
and cp”, independent of 1’ and Q, and such that, ij’ we put 
then, the probability distribution of Y is P. (cp’ denotes the complementu~ 
event qf +9.) 
Let 5’0 = ‘UC) and define (5’1. RI ) independently of {X,, },, >,. Moreover, 
suppose that for 1 5 p 5 71, (S,. I?,,) have allready been constructed and 
that the events of the form {(St = s1 3 X1 E Al), . . . , ( Srr;,, = s,, . R,, E A,,) } 
(where 1 < s1 < . . < s,, and A,. 1 5 i 2 ‘11, are Bore1 sets of R) are 
rr(X1 , . . . > xx,, +I } x CT’ measurable, where IT’ is a a-field independent of 
n{x,,,~fl. > 1). 
Let Y = k’,.,.. I’ > ‘7~~. be the random variable taking values in 
y = { 1,2. .} x (1’. 1 ), defined conditionaly given S,, = s and f?,, = r 
as follows: 
Yy,,. = (l>T’). I’ < 7.’ < 1 ‘3 {Z,-+s > 7.,y,.(rll;tx(Z,,+:,, %*.+4)) = r’} 
(3.31) 
and, for t > 2, 
I’,., = (t> 7.‘). 7’ < r.’ < 1 if and only if 
{ -&+3 5 7’, ..: Z*+2+t -1 5 r, Zs+2+t > 7’. y, (max( Zs+2+t. Z,.++,+,)) = 7.‘). 
(3.32) 
Let p, be the probability measure on y, defined conditionaly given S,, = s 
and Ii,, = 7’ by 
Let 
P = cpr = {(f, T.‘) E y: 2 < t < [7/,(7,)]} (3.34) 
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where 
(3.35) 
with 7 > 1 a fixed constant and lul?(.r) = ln(111 .I:). We then have 
&,-:,) = 1 - F((+g = 1 _ ,’ +7.[L.cr.)l > ~,.[J’(~.)l N (h( +))-T. 7’ + 1. 
(3.30;) 
Next, denoting by I;, 1; the coordinates of l=., = 1.. observe that 
r{l; = f.& E [ 0. ‘0 + h]} = P{&(,rr. h)}. (X17) 
Thus. combining (3.29), (3.32)-(3.38) and using the fact that (1 + .K)’ = 
1 + ()(X:X). .r’ - 0. we obtain 
dI’) 
Ill&X 7pj - 1 (1 - i)($ql < C(1 - I.) 
! I 
1 
S/E?, 
(*(g& dr.). 
for some constants C’ > 0 and 7’ > T. Since q(,r.) - 0 as I’ --+ 1, for 
7’ 2 ,112 large enough (from now one we take for u,) the maximum of SU,, in 
remark 3.7 and 7~~). we may apply lemma 3.2. 
Let Qn+i = Q with Q of the lemma (i.e. P(CJ,,+l = 0) = q(II,,)). 
Let L,,,l be a Bernoulli r.v. such that 
l’(L,,+1 = 1) = ,?. (3.39) 
Furthermore, let C),,+1 and L,,+l be mutually independent and depend on 
{X,, } and (5’1, RI). . ( (S,, , R,, ) only through I~,,. 
Let p = (i; 3 ?l), be a random vector taking values in { 1.2) x (I?,, . 1) 
such that 
(We take p independent of the previously defined random elements.) We 
now define (S,,+i. R,,.+l) as follows: 
If L ,,+, = 0. then 
s,,+1 = s,, + i; ;tnd I~,,+1 = F,. (3.41) 
If L ,,+I = 1, then 
s ,,+I = s,, + 2 + 1; ar1tl X7,+1 = i,. (3.42) 
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where (PI, pj) = Ji^’ is given by lemma 3.2. 
It is not difficult to check that {(5”1.1<1), . . (S,,+I. 11’,,+,)} satisfy 
(3.19) and the measurability conditions requested previously at order II 
also at order 1). + 1. 
Now, in order to show that there exists a r.v. N such that a.s. for 7) > :Y. 
relation (3.20) is satisfied. it is sufficient to prove, denoting by E,, the event 
fi:,, = {L,,+, = 1.(Illas(Z,s,,+:!.%i-,,+:~) I Ir’,,).C),,+, = 1.1’ E I;[<,,}. 
(3:43) 
that we have 
I’{ l?;, 1.0.) = 0. (3.14) 
where Ei, is the complementary event of E,,. In order to obtain (3.45). 
we will prove that 
P{ L,,+1 = 0 i.o.} = I’{ milx( %,s,,+r,, Zs,, +:s) > R,, %.o. }= 
I71 0 ,,+I = 0 i.0.) = P{T; E ph., ,i.o.} = 0. (X:4.5) 
Kemurk 3.8. - Observe that if {(S,, . R,,)} satisfies (3.19), then it is 
possible to construct an i.i.d. uniformly on [O. l] diktributed sequence {i,,) 
such that (S,,. R,,) is the record sequence of {Z,,} with respect to the 
initial threshold 710. 
Hence, by (Haiman (19X7), Lemma 3. p. 454), for any 0 < ct < 1. 
we have 
I’{ I - I-l,, > fz---“” i.0.) = 0, (:M) 
and for any /j > 1, 
I’{ I - I~,, < c- j” ,;.(A} = 0. (3~17) 
Next, if A,, is one of the events in the brackets in (3.46), P{A,, ;.o.} = 0 
is equivalent to P{il,, n (1 - I?,, < c’--I”‘) R.0.) = 0. 
Let 
B,, = (f,,,+, = 0) n (1 - Ii,, 5 PfJ). 
We then have from (3.39) 
(3.48) 
.l 
08,) = 
I 
(1 - 1.2) (IP,,,, (7.) < (’ (,--(l’i. 
. , ., ,I,( 
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with (a positive constant, which is the general term of a convergent series. 
Thus 
P(,t+,+1 = (1 i.CJ.) = 0 
follows by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
In a similar way, we obtain 
P{(Q n+l = 0) n (1 - R,, < e-““)} < c’ e-‘rfL(~y7~)r’> 1 < 7 < 7’. 
and 
P{(Y E &J n (1 -R,, <-(“‘)} 5 c” II-~. 
from which 
P(Q ,,+I = (1 id.) = P{Y E (pi,, ‘i.CJ.} = 0 
follows. Let now 
CT, = (Wn+l = 1) n (L,,+1 = 1) n (Y E p;7,,) r-l (1 - II,, < crL) 
and 
a, = c,, n {~~~ax(z~,~+~, zs,,+3) > R,}. 
We then similarly obtain 
P( II,,) 5 (’ C”’ lIl( 71) 
and thus the last equality in (3.45). This achieves the proof of lemma 3.1. w 
Proqf of Proposition 3.1 and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. - In order to prove 
proposition 3.1 and theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we also need the following 
lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.3. - Consider, Mith ((S,, , R,,)} of lemma 3. I, the events 
d,, = {inf[rrr > S,)+t + 2: Z,,, > max(Zs ,,., , . ZS,,+,+I)] < Y,,+z} 
= U { [l~ldZ,5,, , ,+2. , ZS,,,, +n,) i nl.dZs,,.,, ( ZS,,+,+I )] 
rr1>2 
n [zS,,+i+rr,+l E bx(zs,,~, ,. zs,,+,+l).~n,, b=(Zs,, , , > zs,, ,,+d)]]>. 
(3.49) 
Then 
P{ A,, i.o.} = 0. (3.50) 
Remark 3.9. - Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists a r.v. n/f such that 
as. for 71 > M. 
&+1 = inf(X: > Sri: Zk > max(Zs,, , Z.s,,+r)}. (3.51) 
i.e. for 71 2 M the S,, are given by the recurrence formulas of the 2-block 
record times of {Z,, } in (3.16). 
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ProqfofLemmu 3.3. - Let, taking into account (3.46) and (3.47). 
B,, = A,, n (1 - IX,, <-““) n (1 - I?,,+, > f:+). 
We then have 
ma,,) = 2 J / 
t=3n+1 . 1 
x P{d,,IR,, = r:Sn+~ = t.R:,+, = ~}dP~n,,,s,,+,.x:,+,,(~,t.s), 
where 
a = {(r,s):u() < ‘r < s < 1, 1 - r’ <--ai’&). 1 - ,q > <,-“‘J} 
and 
ThUS 
P(d,R,, = 7.,S,z+, = t, R;,+, = s} 
with, by (3.22), 
/L(S) = s + O((1 - s)2) 
Thus, we easily deduce that there exists a positive constant K2 such that 
Next, by (3.9) 
--y?(S) - s = I’{[, > r, I- < (2 5 s, (3 > s} 
5 I’{& > 7.) . P{<, > s} = O((1 - r.)Z). (3.52) 
Thus, there exists a constant K3 such that on A 
-2rrrt 
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Choose (Y and ij such that 2rr - /j > 0. Then 
which is the general term of a convergent series and we get 
P{ ET,, i.0.) = 0. 
whence (3.50). n 
Remark 3.10. - Let {(r:,. /I:,)},,,, b e any sequence such that for 71 2 71,~~, 
(T:, . /I:, ) are defined by the recurrence formulas of the ;/-?-block records 
(3.10). 
We then observe that either there exist Nt and C), such that for II 2 N, 
r’ If-f), = s,, autl /)& = R,,. 
or there exist AV, and C), such that for 71 2 NT 
Thus, by (3.46) and (3.47). we also have: 
for any 0 < (k < 1 
II{ 1 - T,{ > F”‘! ;.O.} = 0 
and for any 1) > 1 
P{ 1 - 7,; < (’ -,jrz i.r,.} = 0. 
Let A’,, be the event defined by formula (3.49), in which S,,+r. A’,,+2 
are replaced by r:,+r, T,:+~ and R,, by p:,. We then may use the proof of 
lemma 3.3. without any other changes, to deduce that 
I’{ A’,, im.} = 0 
But this implies that there exists a r.v. A/‘, such that a.s. for ‘11 > :zI’ 
r’ rrti = iuf{X, > 7-,:: Zk > innx(%,;,. ZT:, 1-L)}. 
Then. by remark 3.4, there exist r.v.‘s A/’ and K’ such that a.s. for )I 2 M’ 
r:, = ,‘,2-[<i aucl /I:, = R,, -[;‘. (3.5%) 
This proves proposition 3. I. The proof of theorem 3.1 also readily follows 
by taking {Z,,} the i.i.d. sequence of remark 3.8, ?,, := S,, and H,, := I?,,. 
Remark 3.9 and theorem 3.1 then imply theorem 3.2. n 
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